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July 24, 2020  

 

To the Honorable Mike McGuire  

Chair, Senate Governance and Finance Committee  

California State Senate  

State Capitol, Room 5061  

Sacramento, California 95814  

 

SUBJECT: Assembly Bill 310 (Santiago)  

 

Dear Chairman McGuire,  

I am the chair of the Public Banking Institute, a California non-profit that is an information hub on public 

banking issues nationally. This letter is submitted regarding the concerns of Controller Yee and Treasurer Ma 

on the impact of Assembly Bill 310, as amended on June 26, on the safety and liquidity of the Treasurer’s 

Pooled Money Investment Account. Responses have already been submitted by others, so I will just add a 

couple of points, aimed at showing that rather than jeopardizing the state’s finances, converting the iBank into 

a depository bank can substantially augment them.  

Treasurer Ma’s concerns revolve around the accessibility of the state’s deposits if they are used for loans.  But 

all banks, including those the state now employs as depositories, use their deposits for loans. They regularly 

augment any liquidity shortfalls by borrowing from other institutions. Treasurer Ma’s concern is that often, 

“fed funds, large CDs, and brokered/listed deposits … are available only as long as a bank is willing and able 

to pay for their use. A bank may not even be able to attain these non-core deposits if it becomes 

uncreditworthy, is restricted by law due to a weakened capital position, or is otherwise unable to pay above-

market rates.”  

Those concerns applied before March 2020, but the current pandemic has fundamentally changed this rubric. 

Banks largely quit using the fed funds market after the 2008 crisis, and the repo market collapsed after interest 

rates spiked in September 2019. That left the Federal Reserve itself as the chief reliable source of bank 

liquidity. In March, the Fed threw open its discount window to all depository institutions, whether or not they 

are members of the Fed or even have an account with the Fed, at 0.25% if they are in good standing and at 

0.75% if they are not in good standing. That rate is far below the rate at which states can borrow on the open 

market, and access is direct, meaning there is no need to engage a bond issuer at a hefty additional fee. The 

Fed also eliminated the reserve requirement, relaxed the capital requirement, and offered loans of up to 90 days 

to all banks in good standing, renewable on a daily basis.  

The largess bestowed on the banks is in stark contrast to the treatment of the states. In fact Congress and the 

Fed seem to be at war with the states. Only $150 billion of the nearly $3 trillion coronavirus relief package – a 

mere 5% – was allocated collectively to the 50 states; and they are not allowed to use it where they need it 

most, to plug the holes in their budgets caused by the mandatory shutdown. On April 22, Senate Majority 

Leader Mitch McConnell said he was opposed to additional federal aid to the states. His preference was to 

https://www.newyorkfed.org/medialibrary/media/research/epr/2020/epr_2020_vol26no1.pdf
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/monetary20200315b.htm
https://www.kansascityfed.org/banking/bankerresources/borrow-discount-window
https://www.frbdiscountwindow.org/pages/general-information/primary-and-secondary-lending-programs
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/22/us/coronavirus-mcconnell-states-bankruptcy.html
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allow them to go bankrupt. He was particularly concerned that aid not go to bailing out the pension funds, 

which he apparently wants to see privatized. Larry Fink, who controls two of the Fed’s new Special Purpose 

Vehicles, has also argued for privatization of the pension funds.  

The Federal Reserve, too, has offered little help to the states. States can sell bonds at its new Municipal 

Liquidity Facility only at market rates plus a penalty, along with other restrictions. The rates and hurdles are so 

high that few states are likely to use the facility.  

Private banks, on the other hand, can now borrow from the Fed’s discount window not only effectively 

interest-free but with no restrictions on the money’s use. They have no obligation to lend to small businesses, 

reduce credit card rates, or write down underwater mortgages. They can follow the discredited playbook of the 

2008-09 bailout and make funds available to their Wall Street colleagues to buy up distressed Main Street 

assets at fire sale prices, while continuing to lend to individuals and small businesses at credit card rates 

averaging 21%.  

The country’s largest banks have been quick to capitalize on the Fed’s generous new terms. According to 

Bloomberg: 

Eight giant U.S. banks said they would access the Federal Reserve’s discount window, in a move 

meant to remove the longstanding stigma of using it, as the financial system comes under mounting 

pressure from the coronavirus pandemic. 

The banks -- including JPMorgan Chase & Co., Bank of America Corp. and Citigroup Inc. -- will use 

the facility to “reassure financial institutions of all sizes” that they can tap it too, the Financial 

Services Forum industry group said in a statement late Monday. Federal regulators have been 

encouraging banks to normalize use of the window after rates in repo markets spiked in September. 

A Reuters article added that JPMorgan has decided it can hold less cash and can use the discount window 

instead for liquidity.   

The banking giants are setting an example that California can and should follow: it can access cheap liquidity 

for desperately needed investment by establishing a state depository bank, which AB 310 enables. If the states 

are at war with the federal government, they need ammunition; and acquiring access to the Fed’s bottomless 

pool of cheap liquidity, the bankers’ own bazooka, is a critical step. The Fed’s cheap rates are likely to be 

available for years. Predictions are that the country will be in recession or depression for at least five years, and 

some pundits say the Fed will never be able to raise rates again. 

Having the state’s own depository bank is critical for another reason. Local economies today are in “debt 

deflation,” meaning there is insufficient money in circulation to repay their mounting public and private debt 

burdens. States need regular injections of new money to fill the gap. Tapping the Fed is one way to get it, but 

there is another way: depository banks actually create money when they make loans. Contrary to popular 

belief, when they lend they do not merely recycle existing funds (as the current iBank does). Depository banks 

create the loan money on their books, as the Bank of England acknowledged in its spring 2014 quarterly 

bulletin, and the Bundesbank and the IMF later confirmed. In fact, said the BOE, that is where most of the 

circulating money supply comes from today.   

https://www.frbdiscountwindow.org/pages/general-information/primary-and-secondary-lending-programs
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-17/u-s-banking-giants-tap-fed-s-discount-window-to-ease-stigma#:~:text=Eight%20giant%20U.S.%20banks%20said,.%2C%20Bank%20of%20America%20Corp.
https://www.bloomberg.com/quote/JPM:US
https://www.bloomberg.com/quote/BAC:US
https://www.bloomberg.com/quote/C:US
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-fed-banks/large-u-s-banks-plan-to-access-feds-discount-window-idUSKBN21408C
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/quarterly-bulletin/2014/money-creation-in-the-modern-economy
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The way to get more money into local circulation is through more lending by depository banks into the local 

economy, something publicly-owned banks have a mandate to do. That is why California needs its own state-

owned depository bank; and converting the iBank, with its decades of experience in prudent lending, is the 

most direct way to get one.   

Respectfully submitted, 

 
Ellen Brown  

Chair, Public Banking Institute 

Ellen@publicbankinginstitute.org 


